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I n t r o d u c t i o n
The ability to plan paths in a cooperative fashion for a system of vehicles is of great importance in a wide variety of applications. Two technical challenges must be addressed for cooperative planning methods for a distributed team of unmanned air vehicles to become viable: the inherent level of complexity in cooperative planning for multiple vehicles and the need to produce paths for a changing environment in real time.
Work on cooperative control and cooperative path planning for UAVs has only recently begun to appear. In Ref. 1, a decentralized optimization method is developed and applied to a multiple aircraft coordination problem. In Ref. 2, mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) is used to solve tightly-coupled task assignment problems with timing constraints. The advantage to this approach is that it yields the optimal solution for a given problem. The primary disadvantage is the computational burden involved. Pruning strategies for simplifying the MILP problem have been proposed to enable near-real-time solutions.
The objective of this paper is to introduce a general approach to cooperative control problems, and to specifically demonstrate its application to cooperative timing missions. The fundamental axiom of our approach is that cooperation requires the sharing of knowledge. Knowledge may be shared in a variety of ways. For example, relative position sensors may enable vehicles to construct state information of other vehicles, or knowledge may be communicated between vehicles using a wireless network, or joint knowledge might be preprogrammed into the vehicles before the mission begins. Our approach is to collect the information that must be jointly shared to facilitate cooperation into a single vector quantity called the coordanation uariable. Our basic axiom is that there is a minimum amount of information needed by the team to effect cooperation. This is termed the coordination variable and denoted by B. The essential idea is that if every agent knows the coordination variable and responds appropriately, then cooperative behavior will be achieved. The coordination variable is a vector in coordination space Re. In This optimization problem will clearly pose computational problems as the number of vehicles increase, and for large state and influence dimensions.
Using coordination variables and Coordination functions, a decomposition of the optimization problem of Equations (3) and (4) that captures the information essential for cooperation can be posed Once a team optimal value for the coordination variable is found, individual vehicle decisions can be found by solving for the influence variable from the relationship U, = j:(xi,B)
This two-level decomposition process significantly reduces the computation and communication loads.
Application to Cooperative Timing
In defining the cooperative UAV timing problems that will be addressed, we will assume that the UAVs are equipped with autopilot and trajectory following capabilities that render the response t o heading and velocity commands a first-order dynamic system. Therefore, assuming constant altitude, the ith UAV dynamics are given by The cooperative timing problems considered here involve finding trajectories for a team of vehicles to specified destinations. These trajectories must minimize the collective threat exposure of the team and satisfy specified timing constraints. We propose a sub-optimal, but computationally feasible approach to the problem. The architecture for cooperative path planning is composed of three complementary pieces shown in Figure 1 For cooperative timing problems, coordination hinges on arrival times at the target. Therefore the coordination variable 0 is the estimated-time-of-arrival (ETA) if the UAV were to fly the waypoint path W, at velocity For a given path W = {wl, ". ,wp}, the length of the path is given by P ~(~) = C l l w j -w j -l I I . where n E [0,1] gives the designer flexibility to emphasize exposure to threats or fuel expenditure depending on the particular mission scenario.
The threat cost model is based on exposure to threat radar sites and is influenced by the proximity of the threat and the length of time exposed. The signal reflected to the threat radar is assumed to be uniform in all directions and its strength is proportional to l/d4 where d is the distance from the UAV to the threat." The fuel cost for traversing an edge is calculated based on the assumption that fuel usage rate is proportional to the aerodynamic drag force which is proportional to velocity squared.
Next consider the problem of constructing a pseudinverse for f,. The objective is to construct a U, E U,(xi) from a given xi and 29 E Qi(xi). As a first step in constructing ft, note that for a given xi, each U; € U ; ( . ) The associated coordination function given by Equation (2) is shown in Figure 4 . It is important to note that for this problem the coordination function can be couveniently represented by a sequence of ( J , $) pairs that define the straight-line segments represented in Figure 4 . Therefore the coordination function for each vehicle is simple to represent, and communicate. In this paper, the 
Simultaneous Arrival Constraints
The cooperative path plan resulted in a desired arrival time for the team of 349.7 seconds. In Figure 6 , the initial jog in the path of UAV 3 (blue) is a low-risk deviation that enables simultaneous arrival at the target with the other team members. team ETA is optimal for UAV 3, close to optimal for UAV 1 (red), and suboptimal for UAV 2 (green). Considering the entire team, however the indicated ETA is most cost effective.
Tight Sequencing Constraints
In the tight sequencing simulation, the UAVs are required to arrive at the target at 30 second intervals.
Comparing with simultaneous arrival case, it can be seen that UAV 1 and UAV 3 take the same paths, while UAV 2 takes a slightly longer, but less costly route.
The desired arrival times for the team are 350.3, 380.3, and 410.3 seconds. The range data plotted in Figure 7 shows that these times are closely met by the UAVs. the desired arrival time is at the upper limit of its time window, while for UAV 3 the desired arrival time is at the lower limit of its time window. By making their arrival times as close as the windows will allow, the cost t o the team is minimized. For UAV 2, the minimum cost lies on the interior of the time window rather than the lower or upper bound. Clearly, the flexibility provided by time windows in the loose sequencing scenario results in a lower cost solution than the tight sequencing case.
5 Conclusions A cooperative control strategy based on coordination functions and coordination variables has been applied to cooperative trajectory planning problems involving timing Constraints. Simultaneous arrival, tight sequencing, and loose sequencing constraints can each be accommodated using the cooperative control algorithms and constraint formulations developed. The approach results in a distillation of information essential for cooperation and an efficient means for formulation and solution of team-optimal cooperation problems.
